
Agenda for June 19, 2023, Board Meeting: 7:15 PM @ Pines Presbyterian 
 
Approval of minutes – Katie Eisterhold (2 minutes) 
Treasurer report – Ladd Williams (8 minutes) 

Update on splitting the Association's funds between two institutions 
ACC and ASC reports – Josh Nix (5 minutes) 

Discuss the engagement with Beacon, our DRV enforcement company: what is important 
for them to watch for, and update them on our guidelines. 

Advisory committee reports 
Security - Michael Ferrier (10 minutes) 
General discussion about security and evaluating the installation of Flock cameras: cost/ 

benefit analysis, paying for the service, how will it fit in the overall security posture in Fonn Villas 
TIRZ 17 – Fletcher Dunson (5 minutes) 
Memorial Super Neighborhood – Andy Bonnin (5 minutes) 

Pool Executive Committee - Andy Bonnin  
Discuss the feasibility of installing a pool heater, evaluating bids, and tentatively 

approving the pool rental during the off-season to Dad's Club 
Capital Improvement Committee Updates - Dan Zoch 
Revisit the planning and proposals for future improvements - the deck project (10 

minutes) 
Other Business - nominate and elect a new board member 

 
Attendees: Alex Rosca, Kyle Hill, Ladd Williams, Katie Eosterhold, Cezar Andrei, Tim Mattingly, 
Michael Ferrier, Dan Zoch, Fletcher Dunson, Nat Sosienski with Sweetwater Pools 
 
Call to Order: 7:20PM, 6/19/2023 called to order 
 
Approval of Minutes: Michael Ferrier makes a motion to approve May 2023 meeting minutes, 
Alex Rosca seconds, all approve.  
 
Treasurer Report:  

 Swim team related update: Williams now that swim team has wrapped up he will get their 
books in order and it looks like they should have a little bit in revenue; Williams working on what 
money is owed to swim team that they earned from sales during meets, want them to net the 
remaining balance after paying for trash disposal.  

Outstanding annual dues update: Williams advised there are 4 final households to pay 
their annual dues which will be done through attorney: Rosca makes a motion to do this as a route 
to get final outstanding payments, Ferrier seconds, all approve.  
 
ACC/ASC Reports: no update/report this evening.   
 
Advisory Committee Reports: 
 Security: other neighborhood that wanted to join in the constable contract has been  

non-responsive; outstanding payment from participating members did finally pay the 
balance.  

 TIRZ: no development updates from last month’s meeting. 
 Memorial Super Neighborhood: no update for this meeting.  
 



Pool Executive Committee: Kyle Hill advised pool is ok, had to pay $500 to have excessive 
trash hauled off from 3 meets last week that was left outside the gates. $500 to be a swim team 
expense.  

Nat Sosienski with Sweetwater offered insights regarding pool heaters: 
• the operating cost of a pool heater depends on the heater you choose: a larger

one will have lower run time and lower gas cost and smaller ones run more often
and have a higher gas cost)

• Added that pool covers/blankets keep the heat in ($9k or $10k with 5- and 7-year
warranties with them; rollers for the blankets would be about $14,000, most pools
don’t go with the equipment to put down and take up the covers).

A pool heater would be for the lap pool only, no other pools would be heated; Rosca makes a 
motion to spend up to $50,000 for a heater contingent upon Dad’s Club contract being executed 
that brings in $25,000+ each year for three years and they absorb fuel costs; Williams seconds, 
all approve. 6/22/2023 NOTE: This item will have to be brought forth again for a vote at a different 
meeting (special or regular) since it was not specifically included in the agenda as an item to vote 
on as posted on the neighborhood website prior to the meeting. 

Capital Improvement Committee Update: 

Nat with Sweetwater Pools offered insights from his experience on everything that we are 
considering:  

• any action taken will need to have a warranty included with it
• an overlay can have cracks in it so you can choose to follow the existing cracks

with a flagstone pattern so you can go fix specific sections rather than entire
sections more easily;

• the pools themselves are in good (but not great) shape and have probably 5-7
years left on plaster.

Tim Mattingly offered his insights on what worked when he oversaw the pool for 2 years in the 
1990s as we look to do major projects–challenged FVCA to keep everything around the pool cool 
and to make it a place where neighbors would want to come.  

Dan Zoch presents Capital Improvement Committee (“CIC”) report on their top 3 bids along with 
the CIC’s recommendation to use Progressive Aquatics (attached at the end of the minutes); Alex 
Rosca presented 2 proposals from Blue Ocean Concrete (attached at the end of the minutes) one 
to refinish the deck for $56,657 and another for a complete deck overhaul for $96,635; capital 
improvement committee walked through the difference in their proposals and this additional bid 
as it pertains to scope and cost and ultimately recommending Progressive since it is the cheapest 
of the 3 bids they are presenting out of over 5 companies they solicited bids from during the 
process; Rosca asks capital improvement committee and rest of board to review the proposals 
he received before calling whether to move forward with major repairs to the pool to a vote in a 
special meeting.  

Other Business: Kelly Lawson has resigned from the FVCA board of directors; Rosca makes 
motion to nominate and add Cezar Andrei to board, Ferrier seconds; all approve.  

Meeting adjourned: 8:53PM 



CIC bids and recommendation 
for pool re-deck



















ESTIMATE FOR: Alexander Rosca DATE:

Fonn Villas Swimm Club (2) 3/29/2023

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

8,095 SF Sanding Stain And Sealer $8,095.00

8,095 SF Base Coat $4,047.50

8,095 SF Hand Tape Pattern Spray Deck $20,237.50

20 Leveling Bags $1,500.00

531 LF Spray Deck On Coping $3,717.00

250 LF Replace 4" Channel Drain $10,000.00

478 LF Deck-O-Seal $1,434.00

1,824 LF 1" Mastic Joints $7,296.00

55 LF 2- 1/2" Mastic Joints $330.00

TOTAL $56,657.00

BLUE OCEAN CONCRETE - 18018 PLEASANTWOOD DR. SPRING, TX 77379
Tel: (832) 202-7850     Fax: (832) 761-1574     E-Mail: blueoceanconcrete@yahoo.com

Blue Ocean Concrete bid for refinishing deck



ESTIMATE FOR: Alexander Rosca DATE:

Fonn Villas Swimm Club (4) 6/19/2023

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

7,592 SF Break 4" Concrete And Hauled Off $18,980.00

7,592 SF Pour 4" Brushed Concrete $48,570.00

7,592 SF Spray Deck $18,980.00

213 LF 4" Channel Drain $6,390.00

65 6"x 6" Depth Markers $975.00

18 6"x 12" Depth Markers $450.00

12 Handrail Anchors Installation $240.00

4 Lds Bank Sand $1,800.00

2.5 Polivoids $250.00

TOTAL $96,635.00

BLUE OCEAN CONCRETE - 18018 PLEASANTWOOD DR. SPRING, TX 77379
Tel: (832) 202-7850     Fax: (832) 761-1574     E-Mail: blueoceanconcrete@yahoo.com

Blue Ocean Concrete bid for Deck Overhaul


